
From 2010 onwards, steps have been taken to
improve the design, scope and goals of the
garden and its collection. It was opened to the
public in 2014, and by then, I was contracted
as its curator. The beautiful gardens now hold
a valuable collection. We have been planting
palms and trees for 22 years, taking IUCN
priorities into account and safeguarding
accession data. Today it is a functioning
botanical garden in its fifth year of life, with
several small ongoing projects. 

2010–2012: Making a Park

The collection was started in 1996. From 1999,
it grew through the years with minimum
maintenance (Morici 2003, Morici 2005).
Many rare and common palms in good and
bad conditions were surrounded by pipes and
rubble, with no paved roads and no signage.

In early 2010, the hill had an unpleasant
unfinished aspect (Fig. 1). The artificial
waterfalls had not had any water for years.
Wide empty spaces were everywhere, with too
much sun and wind and a few dead palms
here and there. The steel dome of the Octagon
house was decaying, and the shade-house was
falling down. Gardeners were not allowed to
enter the shade-house, so climbing weeds
entangled everything. Those bitter years before
the opening had set the focus for the future. 

In 2009, I made new plans for the Palmetum
with the two agronomists who fought for this
project from the very beginning: Dr. Manuel
Caballero, who started the Palmetum in 1995
and kept on pushing the project among
politicians, and Maria Flores, head of Parks
and Gardens of our city, who saved the
maintenance during the bad years, introduced
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the use of mulch and eliminated pesticides
and herbicides. They asked our politicians to
apply for public funding in order to finish and
open the Palmetum. I worked with them to
increase the botanical value of the project. A
commitment for island floras and endangered
species took me to remodel the master plan
and to dedicate 95% of the area to island
plants. We all agreed that we needed hard
landscape and infrastructure, but the style of

the garden had to be natural and, with few
exceptions, would include no permanent art,
no captive animals, no pesticides, no infill
plants for mere beauty and no horticultural
selections or hybrids.

In spring 2010, the economic crisis enveloped
the islands (and the whole country) with peak
unemployment, but with great luck major
building work began in the Palmetum, funded
by the Spanish government “Plan-E,” for about
€4 million. The goal was to open the gate to
visitors in less than two years. The whole hill
became a building yard, and paths, squares
and viewpoints were asphalted or paved with
stones. Contractors built a two-storey entrance
building with a tower and a panoramic bridge
that takes the visitor to the upper slopes, as
well as toilets and a greenhouse for the nursery
and maintenance sheds. Labelling, signage,
lighting, railings, benches and bins were
placed. The old dome of the Octagon was
dismantled and replaced. By summer 2011 the
transformation was complete: the Palmetum
had become a park and no longer looked like
an ongoing experiment.
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1. This aerial view of late 2010 shows the major constru-
ction works finished in 2011. Source: Palmetum archives.

2. While the largest builiding works were finished in 2011, landscaping was far from completed, and the
margins of this river were exposed and unfinished. Source: Palmetum archives.



I was involved during this building phase to
take care of the botanical aspects, and I could
also impose some landscape design, being
helped by Paco Álvarez, a young landscape
designer and palm collector from SE Spain. We
opened the six viewpoints on the Southern
slope, giving ocean views to the sections of
Africa, Asia and the Pacific islands. We also
designed the first aluminum information signs,
most of them bilingual, in Spanish and
English. Paco also designed the official logo,
for which we chose a leaf of the Cuban
endemic Coccothrinax borhidiana, representing
our commitment to critically endangered
island species.

The International Palm Society’s midterm
meeting for 2011 was hosted in Tenerife, and
the visit to the still closed Palmetum was the
centerpiece of the trip. All was new. Some
corners were more than spectacular, but about
half of the surface still had no vegetation at all.
The group of directors was joined by a group
of members of the Spanish palm society
ABEPYC, and the mayor of the city came to
greet all these palm VIPs. Everybody loved the
visit and felt the potential of our freshly

finished park. IPS president Bo-Göran
Lundkvist planted a Pritchardia minor, which is
still thriving. Those months were important,
because our politicians still had no plan for
the garden’s opening and management, and
they were still open to positive influences. Just
one year earlier, Colin Wilson, a very active IPS
member from Australia, came to Tenerife to
help the palmetum. He wanted to help with
seeds, but he also was determined to meet our
politicians, to shake their hands and tell them
how important our project was as seen from
the other side of the world. So it happened,
and Colin received a shield of the city as a gift.

2013–2014: Opening the gate

The city hall took the first steps to open the
“unknown Palmetum” in 2013. The garden
was too raw to be inaugurated (Fig 2.), but it
was time to let the citizenship visit it. This
time the City had a plan: they felt that the
key was guided tours, which I had been giving
to various people. There was a need to
introduce the Palmetum positively to the
island and to the world, so they worked
extensively in marketing. I was on the go
again, but for the first time I was working with
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3. Livistona lanuginosa and L. fulva in 2014. Palms from drier habitats grew well through the years of irregular
maintenance. The just-opened Palmetum still had abundant empty space and little mulch and plants covering
the soil. Source: Palmetum archives.



the public: for three months, starting in early
September, I guided two tours per weekend. It
was unusual, tiring but pleasant work, and
group by group about 2500 residents
discovered the hill. Four times a week I would
give and improve the botanical tour and would
tell better “facts and jokes.” We felt that 90
minutes was the right duration of human
attention, and so I developed my route on a
circuit of about 1600 m to fit that time.
Different technicians from the city hall
watched the effect of all this on the visitors,
and we used those months to learn more. Soon
the experience would be applied to tune-up
the whole Palmetum for guided tours; we
understood the value of the native wild fauna:
moorhens, hoopoes, egrets, endemic plain
swifts and many more bird species are often
seen by the paths. They are a joy for visitors.
At the same time, we set a permanent exhibit
of palm objects in the hall by the entrance, as
the building for the palm museum was still
unfinished. We had a number of objects, from
fossils to car plates, and lots of pictures of the
very start, when the hill was still a hell and the
buried rubbish in the landfill was “steamy.”
Most objects had been purchased by the well-
known palm specialist Dennis Johnson in
1996, who was contracted at the start of the
Palmetum for this purpose.

In early January 2014, we learned that the
Royal Family of Spain would come at the end
of the month for the official inauguration. I
would give them my well-tuned guided tour,
just shortened to 50 minutes. We had just two
weeks to set up everything!

Suddenly the Palmetum had the full attention
of the city. The running budget was about
€100,000 for two weeks, but the princes had
not been on the island for quite a few years,
and everybody was working as if it was much
more! Almost all the teams of gardeners of
Santa Cruz were working in the Palmetum and
around it. The sudden change of appearance
was surprising: All the garden surfaces were
being refinished for the first time with mulch,
cinder, sand and rocks (Fig. 3). I planted as if
there was no tomorrow along the paths, both
rare palms and a few common shrubs such as
crotons and coleus, to be removed one or a few
years later. A small truck of “perennials” came
from the Jardín Botánico de Aclimatación de
La Orotava, with lots of bromeliads and aroids
to fill up our shade-house. We have never had
more than a few herbaceous plants and now
the understory of the Octagon was crowded
with lush green foliage. It was deep winter
with clouds and drizzle, and we had hectic
days, doing all at once with stress and
satisfaction: fixing the shade-cloth of the
Octagon (Fig. 4), adding some 300 more signs,
preparing text and images for the entrance
hall, painting benches, replacing rocks in the
walls, rockeries and waterfalls. María Flores
was coordinating landscape contractors from
the city. She had a brilliant idea and decided
to start our “sustainable corner” by the road
near the main entrance: an excavator opened
a crack on the side of the hill to reveal a slice
of the disgusting underground. That would
become a permanent exhibit for visits to the
Palmetum: in that “corner” we show how we
“recycled a landfill,” how we use mulch and
bring in the treated wastewater from the city,
in order to grow all our plants with no
pesticides.
Drizzle and work lasted until the evening
before, while the inauguration day came
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5. Members of Spain’s Royal Family planted a young
Roystonea princeps at the Palmetum’s official inaug-
uration. The palm is now thriving. Photo by the
Royal Family House.

4. The Octagon was refurbished in 2015. Left to
right: old Caryota planted in 1996 that were bloom-
ing and declining, two stunted Pelagodoxa were
starting to recover, and two very young Caryota
zebrina that would soon became trees. Source:
Palmetum Archives.



blessed by the sun. I spent almost one hour
walking around with the princes in the mid-
morning, until His Majesty Felipe delivered a
delightful inauguration speech in the
Caribbean circle. The princes together planted
a young Roystonea princeps by the Caribbean
waterfall (Fig. 5). The visit had an enormous
positive impact in the news and on the city,
and we also garnered coverage by the national
press. Two days later, the Palmetum was finally
open to the public. During the first two
months, only guided groups would be allowed,
because people needed to be guided to the
nicer, more finished parts of the collection.

2015–2017: Setting up the real scenario

At the end of 2014, I was contracted as the
curator. The Palmetum was finally open, and
I had an office and a place to work. I met new
people who worked closely with me, and they
played a major role in many new
developments. We enjoyed synergy with the
rest of the new staff and with all those who
worked externally on the educational projects.
My tasks had changed, and I had to do much
more than filling up the huge park and
keeping a name locally and internationally. I
had to give life to an institution, a new official
municipal botanical garden, with all the basic
activities of education, conservation and
research. There were no more free guided tours,
so the most urgent work was to transform
“my” popular guided route of the Palmetum
into a printed self-guided tour with map and
app. Agar Lorenzo designed the brochure that
transformed the Palmetum into a museum
with 18 points of interest. 

New plantings in the open gardens

Despite all that we planted in the years before,
by early 2015, it still had too many empty
spaces (Fig. 7). There were still pipes and dead
stumps scattered around, and the two roads
that go up to the main gardens were especially
empty and sad-looking. So, after the “urgent”
plantings of 2014 to fill up the garden for the
inauguration and the earliest months (Scholz
2015), I kept on planting more and more in the
following years, also starting new areas,
moving large rocks and “fixing” the landscape
in many ways. Hundreds of species went from
pots to the ground in these following years,
and about 1000 more aluminum signs have
been added. About half of the new plantings
have been non-palms, as the Palmetum needed
lots of trees and low vegetation. We planted
New Caledonian conifers, Caribbean endemic
shrubs, Canarian flora representatives,

uncommon fruit trees, especially some unusual
cultivars of bananas, including the poorly
known fe’i bananas. I kept almost all the best
visual spots for palms, while I tried to use the
right deciduous trees to screen afternoon sun
in summer and the evergreen ones for wind
breaking. Besides the new species, another task
was filling up existing groups of ageing palms
with one or few younger specimens.

2015 was also a year of felling undesired plants.
We progressively removed an enormous
number of trees and palms weakened by the
droughts. In order to make room for the
endangered species, we removed lots of
common species, garden hybrids, plants
growing in the wrong place, especially those
stealing light or nutrients from some botanical
gems. By late 2015, the gardens were much
cleaner but also emptier than some months
before. When I visited the area where we stored
the cut trunks I was surprised by the huge
mounds of logs. Those hard decisions were
good decisions: the most valuable accessions
were now standing out and growing in better
conditions. All the attention of the team was
for them; all the Palmetum was for them. 

Not only new plantings but whole new areas
were started in these years: the Canarian
section was nearly empty and had little more
than a lot of Phoenix canariensis. I decided to
narrow the scope of the collection down to
the plant species growing wild in the Anaga
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, our neighboring
mountain range, which is a holy land for
botanists of the whole world. Now we grow
about one hundred species native to Anaga,
including some narrow endemics. This section
is an obligatory step at the entrance of the
Palmetum and the message is that if you want
to see the exotic gardens up on the hill, you
will first have to be reminded about local
endemics and their enormous value.

The zigzag ramp going up from the bridge to
the upper gardens was empty too, as it had
not been landscaped since it was built in 2011.
The bridge now has five yellow crown-shafted
Chambeyronia macrocarpa growing below. The
lower part of the path is now “miscellanea,”
with some Trachycarpus, Jubaea and Parajubaea,
then the upper part is within the Caribbean
section, with young, thriving groups of
Coccothrinax boschiana, Coccothrinax hioramii,
one Copernicia fallaensis and some interesting
Caribbean endemics from other plant families.

In 2015, we built our 19-m long “Ekmanian
rockery,” with the shape of a half moon, 8 m
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large in its widest part, with seven Hemithrinax
ekmaniana and seven Pseudophoenix ekmanii.
In the Pacific section, we made new ponds of
mud for Metroxylon vitiense of Fiji and the
aquatic conifer Retrophyllum minus of New

Caledonia. We added more boulders and
rockeries in Madagascar, by the group of
Ravenea xerophila, and in the Caribbean
section, under the existing groups of
Coccothrinax gracilis (Fig. 7) and C. boschiana.
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6. Roystonea regia by the large Caribbean Circle. They have been imported from Cuba and Florida as juvenile
trunking specimens in 1996–1997. Source: Palmetum archives. 



Visitors

During these first years, visitors steadily
increased, from 31,674 in 2014, to 52,298 in
2018, of which 30% are Canarian residents
and 70% come from elsewhere. By country,
we see an abundance of Germans, British,
Italians and French, but also non-European
travelers are frequent. Schools come with
different types of guided tours, and children
are 1.5% of the visitors. The peak season is in
the cooler months, because of the schools and
the cruise-ship season. Most people leave very
satisfied, and the Palmetum has become a
highlight of tourist prestige for the city. Our
best marks come from Tripadvisor, always
rating us as the second or third “best thing to
do in Santa Cruz de Tenerife.” European
tourists who come in winter enter in a state of
ecstasy when they see the neat exotic
landscape and the ocean shimmering nearby.
For people who come from a cruise-ship it is
often the only contact with nature during a
short stop in Tenerife. Among these thousands
of visitors, we received all types of botanical
VIPs, such as part of the teams of leading
botanic gardens related to palms, like the
Palmengarten and Fairchild Tropical Botanic
Garden, the Parc Forestier in New Caledonia,
as well as professors of different universities,
experts in museums, zoologists, agronomists
and phytopathologists, often interested in
collaborating somehow.

Education, Conservation and Research

Education matters, and we work hard with
guided tours for schools and other groups of
citizens. I personally spend some days per year
training the people who would give the tours
in the following months. School visits are not
only focused on palms, but we give an
enormous amount of information about other
plants, animals, ecology, ethnobotany and
garden maintenance. In early 2017, we also
published a digital “didactic booklet,” so
schools have their own material.

We started seed exchanges with different
botanical institutions interested in palms, and
I also worked on the connections with the
other botanical gardens of the archipelago.
The Jardín Botánico de Aclimatación de La
Orotava, in North Tenerife, is specialized in
American flora, and we received from them
some interesting West Indian endemics to
enrich our Caribbean section, while we helped
their American palm collection that now
counts about 250 species. 

The Palmetum serves as a solid base for
research projects by keeping valuable
documented collections. So far, we have taken
some steps to cooperate with the University of
Hawaii and of the Balearic Islands. The
University of La Laguna, in Tenerife, keeps
ongoing surveys of ants and mosquitoes. In
2016, I attended some conferences to represent
the Palmetum, such as the Spanish and
Portuguese society of botanical gardens
(Asociación Iberomacaronésica de Jardines
Botánicos), in Fuerteventura, EUNOPS,
European Network of Palm Specialists, in Gran
Canaria and the meeting of the commission
for the evaluation of New Caledonian palms
for the IUCN, in New Caledonia (Warimavute
2017). In December 2017 the Palmetum
organised the “1st Meeting of Botanic Gardens
of the Canary Islands.”

Current status of the collection

In 2017, I updated our database and studied
the collection. It includes at least 2300 plant
taxa, 38.6% has some data about their wild
origin, 420 taxa are in the IUCN red list: 73 are
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7. Coccothrinax gracilis has a unique silohuette. They
took about 18 years from seed to become adults.
Rocks and mulch are widespread in the palmetum.
Photo by Kyle Wicomb, 2019.



critically endangered and two are extinct in
the wild. The palm collection has 573 taxa, of
which 163 are represented by at least one
adult. Some 192 palm taxa are in the IUCN red
list, and 38 of them are critically endangered;
42 IUCN-listed palms have reached the adult
stage. Of the IUCN-listed palms, 11 are adult
accessions with data of wild origin. The
collection of Coccothrinax has an exceptional
value, and while many specimens have been
lost during the early years, it is still one the
most complete in the world. Over the years,
many collectors contributed with seeds of
precise geographical origin (Morici & Verdecia.
2004, Morici 2013). It is the largest outside of
the Caribbean basin, rich in critically
endangered species and still improving
(Jestrow et al. 2017).

Growing conditions get each year better, as
palms and trees grow up breaking the wind
and the scorching sun of the early years. Plants
from very different climates do well here, such
as Parajubaea and Pelagodoxa, and we can also
grow as “marginals” species that usually do
not do well in the warm subtropics, like
Rhopalostylis baueri and Cyrtostachys renda. The
gardens are filling up with exotic genera of

palms and we still have some empty spaces.
Tender palms like Metroxylon vitiense thrive
outdoors with no protection and the lower
level of the Octagon is planted with the most
delicate Oceanian genera, such as
Brassiophoenix, Ponapea and Clinostigma. While
the new plants added in the past few years
grow up, many of the earliest plantings have
reached maturity. As a remarkable example,
one of our exceedingly rare and slow
Hemithrinax compacta (Fig. 8), collected in the
wild and sown in 1998 (Morici 1999, 2000),
flowered for the first time in late 2016, with a
leaf height of 210 cm and still no visible trunk.
All this is maintained by a small and efficient
team of seven gardeners, who have been
steadily improving their skills. 

As the plant collection grows, the number of
bird species observed in the Palmetum is still
increasing. The initial hill of rubbish had no
significant bird fauna, and only 12 bird species
were sighted until 1995, while in 2017 a total
of 58 species has been sighted in the Palmetum
(SEO-Birdlife Tenerife, pers. com. 2017) The
most recent “first sightings” are Chloris chloris
in January 2017 and Merops apiaster in April
2017 (Garcia del-Rey, pers. comm.). 
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8. Two Hemithrinax compacta were started from seed in 1998. This is the larger of the two, pictured in 2019;
it produced its first inflorescences the year before. Photo by Carlo Morici.



2018 and Today

We have learned a lot: our oceanic climate is
fabulous, and the volcanic soil is usually very
good, while the quality of water is possibly
what really limits the diversity. We use a
recycled waste-water rich in nutrients and
good for most palms, but its quality changes
throughout the year. Many wet-forest palms
seldom adapt, such as most species of Licuala,
Calyptrogyne and Pinanga. There is still some
gas released by the decaying rubbish, but it is
decreasing and is removed by an extensive
system of pipelines. Nevertheless, some known
spots of the Palmetum still have excessive
bottom heat. Sometimes the heat is beneficial,
and we get some incredible growth rates of
neighboring palms. One of our two Mauritiella
armata grew three times the size of the other
in ten years, and the by far the largest of our
three Tahina spectabilis was the last to be
planted. The Mauritiella was eventually killed
by a higher temperature in Spring 2017, and
we fear the same might one day happen to
the largest Tahina. Each year, we still uproot
one or a few damaged palms because of a
sudden increase in soil temperature. 

The gardens on the hilltop are filling up (Fig.
9), but there is still room for more, since some
large common trees are still scattered on the
mountain and they can be removed in the
next few years as soon as we have more
interesting species available. There are also
some large unopened areas that are waiting
for development. For this purpose, a master-

plan for the future of the Palmetum was
developed in 2015 by Jose Timón, an
agronomist who participated in the
engineering of the Palmetum since 1995.
Future developments include a new section
for Papua New Guinea with a pond, three hides
for bird-watching and a museum-shadehouse-
picnic area. Much more room for plants is
available on the slopes, which are still mostly
empty. They are roughly six hectares, with few
large trees. During the last few years, pests of
Phoenix canariensis have been killing almost
half the native palms that had been planted
in 1995–1996 on the N and E slopes, and more
are dying these days, chiefly due to the weevil
Diocalandra and Fusarium fungal attacks. In
summer 2017 we planted uncommon
flowering trees on the northern slope and the
rest will soon be landscaped with plants as
diverse as Pacific dry forest, Canarian coastal
scrub, and species of Coccothrinax. In 2018 we
enhanced the collection of useful species in
order to prepare another self-guided tour with
map and app, focused on the usefulness of
palms and other plants. This ethnobotanical
tour is being launched in Spring 2019.

While the growth of plants and visitors steadily
goes on, maintenance has increased too. Each
year our staff feel a bit more overwhelmed and
now it needs more employees to meet all this
success. We hope the City will soon
understand this and push the project further.
Manuel Caballero joined us in late 2018 as a
retired volunteer and is now helping the
technical agenda.
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9. Aerial view in Spring 2018. Photo by Paco Sotelo.



A path to follow

The Palmetum is a meaningful example of how
a degraded space can become a cultural center
with environmental value. It was not started
by a similar scientific institution or built and
bought in a few years by a powerful investor:
a true botanical garden can be created from
thin air and patience, with a group of
passionate people who keep their goals for
twenty years and the support of a city hall,
seeking for different public funds. The focus set
on uncommon species and the scarcity of
popular ornamental plants is fundamental to
give room and attention to the most valuable
living germplasm. Uniqueness also comes from
the creativity of a low-tech garden design based
on the needs of each species. The collection is
organized as an exhibition project, and our
two main themes of palms and islands are very
attractive to the general public, who also loves
the great location, between the city and the
ocean.

The project goes on, along the way of its
master-plan, pursuing the “natural goals” of
botanical gardens. New palms are growing up
in the nursery, and new projects are born every
day. Regarding the collection I shall start
looking for Lodoicea, of which we just have a
dry seed on display, and devote the next years
to the quest for saving the endangered island
species that need places like this to be
conserved and propagated, such as Ravenea
musicalis, Saribus jeanneneyi and Hyophorbe
amaricaulis. 
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